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The use of a rod mill for producing manufactured sand is not a recent
application. A Marcy Open End Rod Mill has been operating at the plant of
the Sun Sand Company, Thayer, West Virginia, since 1925. In early 1940
an 8' x 12' rod mill of the open end type was installed at Shasta. Dam, near
Redding, California for sand production. In 1942 W'ork began on Fontana Dam,
a Tennessee Valley Authority Project on the Little Tennessee River. The
floW' sheet included two 9' x 12' high discharge rod mills driven by a
single 800 H.P. motor. All of these installations involved the application
of a standard piece of are dressing equipment in a new field.
Various writers in technical am trade journals have urged that the
sand and gravel industry adopt some of the tools used in are dressing by
the mining fraternity. A few of these tools have come into widespread use.
These include the classifier, hydroseparator and the sizer. In the case of
the rod mill, the need was apparent but the existing schines were not
mechanically designed for the work.
As more stringent specifications for concrete sand went into effect
after the war and as more large dams were planned in areas devoid of
natural sand it became necessary for contractors to look for a new and more
economical means of producing sand. The problem first became acute in 1946
when several large West Coast aggregate and sand producers had accumulated
enormous stockpiles of several million tons of unsa1eab1e pea gravel. It
reached even more serious proportions in 1941 when three large government
dams were approved for construction at sites where no natural sand was
available and where the nearest sources clearly indicated an excessive
freight rate.
Since The Mine and ~elter Supply Company had most of what little
experience there was in sand manufacturing with rod mills, caupany engi-
neers were consulted in 1946 by one of the large West Coast producers.
This resulted in the application of the center discharge rod mill in the
sand manufacturing field.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There has been an amazingly small amount of literature written re-
garding the use of rod mills for sand production. None of the existing
literature can be considered as technical articles, most of it having
appeared in trade publications. Until 1947 no articles were ever published
on the center discharge rod mill, the development of which is described
herein.
In October, 1941, Rock Products printed an article on the Shasta Dam
aggregates plant with one sentence devoted to the 8' x 12' open end rod
mill. The Fontana Dam rod mill installations were discussed in same detail
in the September, 1943 issue of Rock Products and the writer called the
plant design "unusual" due to the inclusion of rod mills in the flOW' sheet.















4 17.2 51.9 3.3 3.3
8 12.2 64.1 11.8 15.1
16 10.5 74.6 21.6 36.7
30 7.6 82.2 20.6 57.3
50 5.3 87.5 13.7 71.0
100 3.1~ 90.9 8.0 79.0
200 2.3 93.2 5.3 84.3
Pan 6.8 100.0 15.7 100.0
Rock Products in February, 1947, called attention to an 8 t x 12 1 center
discharge rod mill for a new plant then under construction and termed it an
"innovation". In October, 1947, the same magazine published two articles
devoted almost entirely to the first center discharge rod mill used for
manufacturing sand. The latest Rock Products article appeared in July,
1949, and described an 8' x 12' center discharge mill at Clark Hill Dam,
near Augusta, Georgia. A few short comments on a West Coast installation
may be found in Pit and Quarry Magazine, June, 1948. Obviously the lack of
any technical papers is due to the fact that the mill is new and until just
helve
recently sufficient operating data ~ not been available.
4DISCUSSION
It has been previously mentioned that conventional types of rod mills,
whether open end or high discharge, were not the answer to the problem
confronting sand producers and contractors. They offered a makeshift
solution perhaps better than most other equipment but operating data from
both Shasta and Fontana Dams indicated two serious disadvantages. First,
too much unusable minus 100 mesh material was produced and second, capacity
was too low. Since the rock used to produce sand must, in some instances
such as the Mt. Morris Dam in New York state, be hauled a considerable
distance to the plant any waste material becomes expensive. Furthermore,
many dams are constructed in narrow, deep canyons and disposal of waste 1s
a major problem. At the Detroit Dam in Oregon and the Hungry Horse Dam. in
Montana waste must be pumped and flumed several miles. In a permanent sand
plant operation excessive minus 100 mesh slimes often mean extensive pumping
and arrangements for tailing pond space in addition to costly measures to
prevent stream pollution. With such a low value product as sand any
successful machine must have a high capacity. The center discharge type
of rod mill has considerably greater capacity than a standard mill of the
same size and this will be shown in operating data included in this thesis.
We have discussed three of the factors which led producers to consider
a new method of sand production, namely, more stringent specifications, an
increasing lack of natural sand at the places where it was needed and the
accumulation of stocks of gravel in sizea for which no market existed.
Neither the rod mill nor any other crushing or grinding equipment can
compete with a natural sand deposit when such a deposit meets specifications
or can be made to do so economically. For instance, at Grand Coulee Dam
natural sand was close by in abundance and could be made to meet speclfi-
5cations by simply classifying out part of the coarse fractions. As ample
storage space existed for this waste material no mechanical reduction of
gravel or sand would have been economically justified even though more than
half of the sand handled was wasted.
The existence of several million tons of washed and sized pea gravel
induced a large West Coast producer to investigate the possibilities of a
rod mill. Rolls were eliminated from consideration because of the round
shape of the gravel. Hammer mills and impactors were found to be too
expensive to operate because of high maintenance cost and excessive wear
and cone crushers could not make a product meeting specifications. This
specific producer was familiar with the Shasta Dam work and felt that same
modification in rod mill design might result in a machine suitable for his
work. The necessary changes made and further design modifications and
improvements as a result of field operating experience constitute a large
portion of this paper.
A rod mill may be defined as a rotating cylindrical shell lined with
wear-resistant renewable liners and carrying a charge of rods that reduce
the mill feed by abrasion and impact as the rods cascade within the shell.
A rod mill differs from a ball mill in that the comparatively rigid grinding
media operate in a relatively fixed path and reduction results fram line
rather than point contact between grinding surfaces.
Conventional rod mills are either high or law discharge. In the high
discharge mill, the discharge trunnion is the same size or only slightly
larger than the feed trunnion and a relatively deep pool of pulp is always
present within the grinding chamber. In the open end or low di.8charge type,
the pulp pool is quite shallow due to the large trunnion opening on the
discharge end. When either tyPe is considered it is apparent that the rods
are roughly parallel within the shell but actually are farther apart at the
6feed end than at the discharge end due to the size of the feed entering the
mill. This results in a series of long wedge shaped slots tapering fran
the feed end as shown in Plate I. In operation, these slots exist throughout
the rod mass and act as a screen to the pulp entrapped within the rod charge.
The slots allow only the finer particles to pass through and work to the
discharge opening under the influence of gravity and the pressure of the
hydraulic gradient established by the pulp elevation above the mill axis.
The coarser particles are retained within the rod mass by the narrow slots
and are further reduced. This screening action accounts for the uniformity
and lack of oversize in a rod mill product.
Several years ago Marcy Mill engineers were consulted with regard to
grinding pyroborate, an extremely friable material. Experiments were
conducted using a small rod charge, wooden rods and even rubber covered pipe.
None of these gave the desired result which was a mirms 20 mesh product with
a minimum of mirms 100 mesh. Knowing that the tapered slots previously
discussed prevent material from leaving a mill until ground quite fine it
was thought that a mill designed to give parallel rod action might reduce
fines to a minimum. The design principle was based on the idea that large
feed entering at both ends would keep the rods spaced farther apart and
parallel throughout the mill and would enlarge the screening openings between
rods, thereby producing a more granular product with less fines. Rod
spacing in such a mill is sham in Plate II. A mill was built with the shell
made in two sections of equal length and with a ring having evenly spaced
discharge ports between the shell halves. This mill was fed at both ends,
discharging through the center port openings, and proved to be quite
successful in dry grinding pyroborate. The rods extended the length of the
mill.
Conventional ill Ro .ctio
7
PLAT I
Center peripheral Of charge Mil od Action
PLATE
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9During the war several more of these dry grinding units were constructed
for handling brittle materials.
Efficient rod milling depends to sane extent on coating the rods with
pulp and there was some doubt as to whether a center dischar~e mill would
operate successfully when wet grinding. It was thought that the water in
a des limed granular feed would pass rapidly through the slots between the
rods and out of' the mill, leaving a relatively dry feed "riding" on top of
the rod charge. Since this would, in eff'ect, be equal to dry grinding no
attempts were made to apply the center discharge rod mill in the wet grind-
ing field for several years.
After the end of' the war a 5' x 10' center discharge dry grinding mill
became available at about the same time that the problem of grinding pea
gravel was being considered. The used mill offered a comparatively inex-
pensive means of testing this type on wet grinding so the installation was
made and began operation in the Spring of' 1947.
A great deal of' experience was gained f'rom this first operation and
resulted in nwnerous design changes in later mills. These included method
of feeding, mill speed, bearing size, discharge port liners and construction
of discharge housing. This first installation proved that a rod IIlill could
economically reduce rock to specification sand. It also showed that the
center discharge rod mill has definite operating characteristics which
diff'er from a conventional rod mUle
The general arrangement of' the first 5' x 10' center discharge rod mill
used in wet grinding 18 shown in Plate III. The mill was built to standard
design throughout with the exception of the center ring and discharge housing.
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II!" while the other (normally the discharge end) was 36" in diameter by 8".
A mill of given size will grind approximately 35% less dry as compared to
....et grinding, other factors being the same. The trunnion liner reduced the
actual feed space to 11t" diameter on one end of the mill. While this gave
sufficient area for dry grinding it did not allow enough feed area for the
increased tonnage expected fran ....et grinding. It was apparent that some
positive type of feed device must be added. To obviate the necessity for
elaborate feeders on subsequent mills, all center discharge mills are now
built with extra large bearings of equal size on both ends. By increasing
bearing diameters it was possible to decrease length, thus reducing the
distance feed must travel to enter the mill.
The conventional scoop feeder ....as not considered satisfactory as its
prime purpose is to effect a closed circuit with a classifier and thus
eliminate a sand wheel, elevator or pump. Furthermore, scoop wear on
abrasive material is excessive. A drum feeder was not considered as positive
enough and it results in feed "spurts" or surges once each revolution of the
mill as does a scoop. Later operating facts proved that a center discharge
mill should have a steady feed.
In addition to the disadvantages mentioned above, both types of feeders
were unsuitable as they prevented access to the mill or charging of rods
except by removal of the entire feeder assembly. Since it is necessary to
periodically enter a rod mill for inspection, tightening of bolts and
"scrapping" or removal of small and broken rods the interior must be readily
accessible. Any suitable feeder on a center discharge mill must provide a
readily available opening for charging rods.
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To provide a positive, adjustable and steady feed and still give access
to the mill interior, a track mounted variable speed screw feeder was
designed or shown in Plate V. The screw extends into the tapered trunnion
liner and the entire unit with drive is mounted on a wheel equipped platform
riding on rails. This feeder can easily be rolled back when it is necess~
to charge rods or enter the mill. It provides a positive, steady feed that
can be accurately regulated and controlled. The feeder has the disadvantage
of excessive night wear. However, in view of the fact that one end of the
mill has a small trunnion, it seems to be the best solution and is 5 till
in use.
All mills designed originally for sand production have been equipped
with large trunnion bearings on both ends. For these mills, the spout
feeder shown in Plate VI is used. The spout extends into the trunnion and
directs the feed to the feed pocket at the toe of the rod charge. 1 screw
cap on a short horizontal piece of pipe welded to the main spout give a
convenient opening for charging rods. The spout section is provided with a
flange on the upper end for connecting to the main feed pipe. When installed,
the spout section is Slspended in place by a swinging bar and, by unbolting
it at the flange joint, can be swung out of the way.
The spout feeder provides no control of feed rate but neither does a
scoop or drum feeder. Since it is virtually 1Jnpossible to balance feed nOW'
evenly between an aggregate and sand plant, all installations provide for a
large surge pile ahead of the rod. mill. Feed is controlled by means of
a .vibrating feeder installed in the reclaiming twmel under the surge pile.
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In the standard open end rod mill the taper given the rods by the feed
size causes the rods to have a tendency for travel laterally toward the
discharge end. Even in high discharge mills a rod load of over 45% of mill
volume causes rods to start coming out of the discharge trunnion. Marcy
open end rod mills have always been equipped with a housing to collect the
pulp and prevent splashing and a plug door to keep the rods in the mill.
Plate VII shows this housing. The center discharge mill does not require
such an arrangement. The spout feeder or screw feeder blocks the trunnion
opening and prevents splash back. The pulp is collected by a center dis-
charge ring housing. As the feed at both ends keep the rods parallel, they
show no tendency to come out of the mill and no plug door is necessary.
The first sand grinding mill is equipped with a discharge ring housing
as shown in Figure 2 of Plate IV. This delivers the pulp to either side of
the mill. Vanganese plate liners are provided at points subjected to
severe wear. Figure J shows the bottom type of discharge housing preferred
by some operators. Both types are still used, the choice being dictated by
local conditions.
The original housing made no provision for sampling the lIill discharge
and, in order to have access to the mill ring liners, ports, and flange
connecting bolts it was necessary to remove an entire upper quarter section
of the housing. Subsequent changes in design have included two doors, one
in the lower section for sampling and one access door in the upper quarter
on the down turning side of the mill. Since most mill installations deliver
the mill discharge to screens or a classifier by means of a sand pump, the
velocity of the pump discharge prevents accurate sampling at that point. The
lower door provides a convenient opening for taking an accurate sample of
the discharge product.
16
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The door in the upper section of the housing allows for tightening
of port ring liner and flange connecting bolts. In some iMtallatione
coarse screens are welded over the port openings to prevent broken rods or
tramp iron fran entering the pump. This door gives an easy means of cleaning
and replacing these screens.
From a manufacturing viewpoint, the elimination of a scoop or drum
feeder and standard discharge housing was offset by the port ring, ring
liners and ring housing. Thus a center discharge or open end mill cost ap-
proximately the same to build.
Usually a rod mill is designated as either right or left hand, a right
hand mill being one that revolves clockwise when viewed fran the feed end
looking toward the discharge end. The center discharge mill has no hand but
the drive arrangement may bA in anyone of four possible locations as shown
in Plate IV.
The usual feed to a sand mill is a deslimed dry coarl!le feed. Water
valves are placed in the feed pipes just above the nanges connecting the
spout feeders. Since the pulp has only half the length of travel canpared
with a standard mill ani even less than half the time of residence within
the mill, water must be closely regulated. Any change in density illlnediately
reflects in the discharge product. For this reason, a dry feed is preferable
as all water needed is then added by the mill operator and he has canplete
control of the pulp density. It is impossible to give a set figure for the
best operating density as this varies with various sizes of feed and rock
characteristics. In general, best results are obtained when the mill dis-
charge haa the consistency of a thin pancake batter. A. pulp with 6CJI, solids
by weight usually will give near optimum results. This is considerably
19
thinner than the 70 - 15% density in conventional mills.
When a rod mill feed contains slimes, the rods become coated and un-
ground particles adhere to the livo grinding planes. The mohile slurry
carries the fine particles through the rod slots and out of the mill. No
such condition exists in the center discharge mill and a pool area is lack-
ing. In order to envelop the feed in the rod mass it is necessary to pro-
vide an internal feed pocket and direct the feed to the toe of the rod
charge. The internal pocket is provided in mill construction by a 160 slope
of mill heads and is further increased qy using rods shorter than actual
mill length. For instance, a 6' x 12' center discharge mill shell actually
measures 13' in length including the discharge ring. Deducting 611 for the
two 3" thick head liners at each end leaves an additional 3" pocket at both
ends which increases the space already provided by mill head construction.
Present length specifications on grinding rods allow the manufacturer
a tolerance of 0" under and 1-1/4" over. Rods for a 12' mill should there-
fore be ordered 11'0-3/4" long and will vary from that length up to 12'0".
Since the rods in a center discharge mill actually operate parallel, rods
must be machine straightened.
The design of the discharge ring is of major importance. Port openings
must be spaced equally around the circumference and should be rectangular with
the long dimension parallel to direction of rotation. Most of the mill pulp
leaves the rod charge at the point 'Where the rods begin to cascade, about
10,00 or 10130 O'clock on the shell circle. A long port opening gives this
pulp an opportunity to leave the mill before it is overground.
Experience has shown that the number of ports should correspond to the
mill diameter in feet o For instance, an eight foot diameter mill has eight
ports and a five foot mill has five ports. In all cases, the ports are
20
made considerable larger than necessary so as to provide a means of
adjusting total port area.
m dry grinding with a center discharge rod mill, there is no danger
of wear from pulp racing and therefore the sides of the ports do not require
protection from wear. Wet grinding introduces a different situation and it
has been found desirable to extend the liners between ports downward into
the open ports to give protection to the shell and flange rings. This
design is shown in Figure 1, Plate IX.
The liners between the ports serve two purposes. They prevent shell
wear and also rod breakage. If the rods were unsupported in the center all
around the mill circumference the weight of the rod mass would bend and
break the smaller rods at that point.
Center discharge rod mills are provided with port covers BO that the
total discharge area may be regulated for maximum grinding efficiency.
These covers are simply steel plates as shown in Figure 2, Plate IX. They
are held in place by the discharge ring liner bolts.
After tabulating data from a number of mills, it appears fairly certain
that there is a direct relationship between rock hardness and the port
discharge area necessary for best results. The port opening area increases
in an inverse ratio with feed hardness. In other words, a very tough, hard
to grind rock such as chert requires a small total area whereas a soft,
friable granite requires a large area.
It has been previously mentioned that distance of travel and the time
of contact with the grinding media in a center discharge mill is one-half
or less than that in a conventional mill. Adjustment of port openings does
not appreciably affect distance of travel rot does greatly affect time in the
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mill. It also causes a change in the amount of fluid pulp in the grinding
compartment. Obviously it takes more work to grind a hard rock than a soft
ore and, by varying the port openings, the optimum area for a given installa-
tion can be determined by trial and error. Operating data indicated that it
should be possible to closely estimate the area needed for a given rock
based on grindability tests.
The standard laboratory grinding test employed involves crushing a
representative sample to about 1/4" in a jaw crusher followed by grinding
dry 10# of rock with a mixed charge of 100# of rods for 5 minutes in a 12" x
24" batch mill operating at 47 R.P.M.. From a screen analysis of the mill
feed and product the total new surface units produced are calculated to
determine a relative hardness value. Since desired specifications to be met
are approximately the same on all sand installations and since all grinding
tests are conducted under similar conditions, the figures derived for
grindability have proved to be very accurate. Any minus 100 mesh material
must be considered as being overground and is not used in the calculations.
Surface units are arrived at by multiplying the percent by weight
retained on the various screens by the reciprocal of the average diameter
in inches. Screens used are .371", 3 mesh, 4 mesh, 8 mesh, 16 mesh, 30 mesh,
50 mesh and 100 mesh. The feed surface units are subtracted from the pro-
duct surface units to give a value for new surface units made in the grinding
operation. This figure may be considered as an arbitrary one and it varies
from a low of 2080 for cherty limestone up to 4250 for soft granite. A
graph may be plotted using the ore hardness or grindability figure as the
ordinate and area of port openings in square inches per ton per hour as the
abscissa. Graph I illustrates this.
2)
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By making a grindability test and then referring to the graph it is
possible to reach a close figure for the best port opening area prior to
mill operation. This eliminates the tedious and cos tly trial and error
method.
As' may be seen from the graph, a hard rock requires about 1.2 square
inches of discharge area per ton of feed per hour. A soft granite gives the
most desirable product with 3.0 square inches of area.
When grinding a hard rock, it is preferable to completely close every
other port. Again with hard rock, if all ports are completely open the
feed dewaters so rapidly that the result is virtually a dry grinding oper-
ation. With soft materials fines are produced so rapidly that the rods
become coated even if all ports are open.
Most sand grinding installations are made in the open with provision
for cover only over motor and drives. Usually a great deal of dust from the
crushing plant is present. For this reason, sand mills are driven through
heavy spur gears and V-belts rather than by means of the quieter, smoother
and less space consuming direct connected motor with herringbone gears.
Spur gears require very little attention, are not affected b,y grit as much
as herringbone gears and are much easier to align. Also, the spur gear and
V-belt drive arrangement is initially cheaper and the higher speed motor
used is less expensive and easier to obtain. No trouble has been encountered
from dust wear on belts and sheaves since the adoption of "super V-belta"
which give 40% more safety factor than standard belts.
Dry grinding center discharge mills operate at about 330 feet per
minute peripheral speed. With wet grinding a more vigorous rod action was
found to be desirable and peripheral speeds now vary from 400 to 470 feet
per minute. This is measured on the inside of the liners.
25
u. S. Government Sand Specifications as established by both the
U. S. Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclanation are approximately
as followS2
TABLE II
u. S. Government Sand Specifications
Cumulative






















On nine consecutive samples out of ten, the fineness modulus must check
within 0.10.
State Specifications are somewhat more lenient but are gramlally
approaching those set by the Government.
With such stringent limits and rejection points it is obvious that a
satisfactor,y means of manufacturing sand must have flexibility enough to
meet changes in rock hardness, rate of feed, size of feed and fineness
modulus required with only minor adjustments. The center discharge rod mill
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The various cost factors of operation include rod and liner wear, power,
labor, lubrication, and such miscellaneous items as charging rods, re-lining
and repair.
These factors, especially power costs, vary slightly depending upon the
locality but are fairly uniform. Labor rates on government projects are
generally set for each job and since rods and liners are available quite
widely throughout the country freight rates are pretty well equalized.
Rods used may be either alloy or high carbon. The alloy rods of
copper-molybdenum cost approximately 6.S¢ per pound at the mill as against
4.0¢ for the high carbon. Unless the rock is extremely hard, alloy rods are
not economically justified. In a competive test grinding pea gravel in a
West Coast plant using both types of rods, a considerable saving resulted
using high carbon rods. The alloy rods delivered for 8 to 9¢ per pound as
against 5.3¢ for high carbon rods. Rod wear for alla,y rods was O.71/ton
as against 0.7811/ton for high carbon or a saving of almost leS¢ per ton.
Grinding rods are specified as follows.
Rods to be hot rolled, S.A.E. 1090 steel, hot sawed or sheared plus
1-1/4" variation in length, machined straightened, and with the fo1loring
analysis.
TABLE III
Specifications for High Carbon Grinding Rods
Carbon 0.85 to 1.00%




Average rod wear in a sand grinding center discharge mill varies from
0.5 to 1.0#/ton of feed depending on rock hardness and operating character-
istics. An underloaded mill results in high rod wear.
In a conventional mill rods wear more at the feed end and tend to assume
the shape shown in Figure 1, Plate X. 'Wear in the center discharge mill is
as shown in Figure 2, Plate X.
The first several center discharge rod milIa were equipped with three
wave t,ype liners as shown in Fig. 1, Plate XI. Recent operations indicate
that liner wear can be increased by the use of a liner with integral lift
bar as illustrated in Fig. 2, Plate XI. With the three wave liner, rod
slippage becomes excessive when the waves wear smooth and this is minimized
with the nffi~er liner.
Liners are cast of Manganese steel having about 12 - 14% manganese and
1.00 - 1.LO% carbon. They are held in place by forged steel liner bolts
with cut steel washers and double hexagonal nuts. As cast liners are not
entirely accurate in length and as allowance must be made for "stretching"
under constant rod pounding, rubber backing is placed between the shell and
liners to prevent pulp racing from damaging the shell. Average liner wear
is from 0.08 to O.l(~ per ton of feed. Liners cost from l5!¢ to 16i¢ per
pound f.o.b. the foundry depending upon the size of the castings.
Power is usually figured at l¢ per kilowatt or 0.746¢ per horsepower
and for grinding from minus 3/4" to specification sand about 2.3 - 2.7
kilowatts per ton are required.
Labor costs depend largely upon size of mill or tonnage, as one man can
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The charging of rods require not more than 30 minl1tes per week and re-
lining requires from 16 - 20 hours about every 500,000 tons on larger mill
and every 150,000 tons on smaller mills. In general, a mill will usually
not require relining more often than every 12 - 15 months when grinding aand
8 hours per day.
The following table gives average costsl
TABU: IV
Average Cost of Center Discharge Rod Mill Operation
Cost/Ton
Rods if) $6.00/cwt delivered $0.050
Power $l¢/KW 0.026




When a pump, classifier and necessa~ conveyor belta are considered as
part of the sand plant the average cost approximates l5¢ per ton.
There are a number of ways of manufacturing sand other than by use of
a rod mill. The four generally accepted methods are shown below.
TABLE V
Methods of Manufacturing Sand
8. Rod Mill and Classifier
b. Impactor, Hammermill and Rolls
c. Rolls
d. Cone Crusher and Hammennill
32
All of these methods are presently in use at various Government Dam
Projects with hiehly variable results. From a sales point of view, it
became desirable to have a means of evaluating these methods and reducing
the results to efficiency figures. In order to do this, it was necessary
to determine the most desirable factors wanted from any type of equipment.
In doing this, it became apparent that the contractor on a large Government
Dam considers some factors as of more importance than does the privat~ ~and
plant operator. In general, both wanted a satisfactory method that combined
seven preferred features. As the dam contractors placed primary importance
on features different from those preferred by the plant operator, two lists
were made and divided into primary and secondary considerations. These are
shown in Tables VI and VIr and are the result of conferences with contractors
and operators throughout the country.
TABLE VI




3. Continuity of operation
Secondary Considerations
4. Cost of operation
,. Initial installation cost




Features Desired by Sand Plant Operators
Primary Considerations
1. Gradation flexibility
2. Cost of operation
3. Initial installation cost
Secondary Considerations
4. Continuity of operation
S. Particle shape
6. Dust control
7. Salvage value of equipment
In each case, for purposes of reducing these evaluations to concrete
figures, primary considerations were given a value of two and secondary
considerations a value of one.
These values were arrived at after considering each feature independently
and a discussion of each feature follows.
1. Gradation Flexibility may be defined as the ability of a given plant
to meet varies specifications from the same rock or meet set specifications
from rocks of various characteristics. In the former case an example is
Clark-Hill Dam. The original plant was designed to produce 100 tons of sand
per hour having a fineness modulus of 2.78. After the plant begun operation
it was fOlmd that some grinding was taking place in the cement mixers so
the fineness modulus was raised to 3.30. This was easily met with only very
minor adjustments. Feed rate was held constant. LRter developments in the
quarry resulted in harder granite but again the plant adjusted to this new
condition with minor adjustments and no drop in production.
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In the latter case, rock characteristics such as hardness, or critical
grain size, might change and the plant must be capable of adjustment to
meet these changes 0 A plant handling rock from first one quarry and then a
different rock from another qllarry would be an example.
2. Particle shape is given a great deal of weight by both the Corps of
Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation. The most desired shape is cubical
and this results in a rod mill. At Mt. Morris Dam the crusher fines
originally by-passed the rod mill. When these were also included with the
mill feed a definite improvement resulted in particle shape due to rod
action knocking off the rough corners made in crushing. Even very slabby
material produces cubical sand when ground in a rod mill.
3. Continui ty of Operation is extremely important to a contractor who
has to maintain a pouring schedule. Any delays result in expensive idleness
of men and equipment so bottlenecks must be prevented. Since rod mills were
designed for 24-hour operation in ore milling they naturally have no
difficulty in meeting the normal 8-hour day usually required in sand pro-
duction. They do not require the frequent and nUlUeroufI repairs that
impactors, hammennills and rolls need. Wet or sticky material can easily
be handled.
4. Cost of Operation is not as important to the contractor on a
Govermnent job as it is to the sand and gravel operator, but in either case
it is a consideration. Even a cent a ton is a considerable amount on
300,000 tons of sand. Rod mills operate very economically. The rods, which
account for most of the metal wear, are far cheaper than roll shells, cone
crusher mantles or hammers. Overall costs, exclusive of amortization, but
including rod and liner wear, power, labor, maintenance and lubrication should
not average more than $0.12 to $0.15 per ton ground.
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5. Initial Installation Cost is a very serious matter to the average
sand plant operator and therefore many small operators cannot afford a rod
mill classifier plant. Such an installation costR more than rolls or the
impactor-hammermill-rolls combination, but it will more than pay the
difference in operati savings. The rod mill is a s01md investment for
operators who can afford the initial installation expense.
6. Salvage Value of Equipment sho11ld not greatly concern operators
who have a permanent plant. The Government contractors usually plan an
writing off their investment during the life of the job and, since most dams
require from 3 to 5 years to build, daily or tonnage ~ortization charges
are quite reasonable. Present construction of rod mills for Band and gravel
greatly increases the salvage value. These mills are built so that they
may be operated either as center or end peripheral discharge mills. By
removing the peripheral ring, adding a door plug to the discharge end and
installing a smaller diameter trunnion liner in the feed end, the mill
reverts to a open end rod mill which has great resale possibilities in the
mining indus try•
7. Dust is an ever-present nuisance at most sand plants and, in many
states, nmst be controlled. In the wet grinding rod mill-classifier plant,
the dust hazard is entirely eliminated without any expensive collecting
equipment and an added advantage is more healthful and pleasant working
conditions for today's highly unionized labor.
Altogether, four methods of manufacturing have been outlined. These
are compared with one another on a basis of desirability for each of the
seven features considered. Each method is given a rating for each feature
of 4, 3, 2 or 1 with 4 indicating the best method and I the poorest.
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Primary considerations have a value of 2 and secondary comdderations a
value of 1, therefore a score of 40 is perfect and indicates 100% efficien~.
TABLE VII I
Comparison of Methods
(For Government Dam Contractors)
1* 2* 3* 4X SX 6X 7x
a 4 3-4 L 3 1-2 2 4
b 3 3-4 2 2 3-4 3 1
c 1 1 3 4 3-4 1 3
d 2 2 1 1 1-2 4 2
*'
Valued at 2 points each
x Valued at 1 point each






Where two machines are equal as under a and b, consideration 2, an
average value is a ssessed. In this case it is 3.5 per machine.
TABLE IX
Comparison of Methods
(For Sand Plant Operators)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total ;tEfficiency
a 4 3 1-2 4 4-3 4 2 30.5 76.25
b 3 2 3-4 2 4-3 I 3 26.5 66.25
c 1 4 3-4 3 1 3 1 25.0 62.50
d 2 1 1-2 1 2 2 4 18.0 45.00
The above comparisons show that rod mills are more efficient for either
type of operation.
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At one plant the original open end rod mill used at Shasta Dam has
been operated under the same conditions as a new center discharge mill.
Both mills received the same feed and made about the same product.
Compiled data on this operation gives the best comparison between
conventional and center discharge mills available. This is outlined below.
Feed to both ~tlls is 40-60% indurated sandstone of variable hardness
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The feed to the two mills was the same and both produced practically
the same product. The center discharge mill operated with 45% of the
horsepower required for the larger mill and yet handled 70% of the tonnage
of the 8' ~ill, a great increase in capacity.
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A hard ore produces less fines. A comparison from operating data of










Hard Vs. Soft Ore










* Smaller feed to mill
CONCLUSIONS
1. A center discharge rod mill of proper design is the most efficient
and economical machine for manufacturing specification sand.
2. For producing minus 4 mesh sand from a minus J/4" feed, the center
discharge rod mill has at least 25% more capacity than the same size open
end or high discharge mill.
3. Less fines are produced in the center discharge mill because rods
are spaced farther apart and are parallel, length of travel in the mill 1s
shorter and time in contact with grinding media is les8.
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4. Rods wear more evenly in a center discharge mill and wear per ton
is less because the amount of overgrinding is reduced.
5. For optimum results with the center discharge mill, feed to both
ends must he equal and of approximately the same size, dilution must be
closely controlled and port area must be adjusted to feed grindability.
6. The correct port area varies inversely with feed hardness and can
be closely determined from a laboratory grindability test.
7. Proper construction details of center discharge mills for sand work
should provide large bronze bushed bearings on both ends, spur gear and
V-belt drive, SPOllt feed arrangements, inspection and sampling doors in the
discharge housing, provision for charging rods and easy access to mill
interior, an internal feed pocket and properly designed discharge ring liners
to prevent shell damager caused by pulp racing. Port covers should be
supplied.
8. Rectangular ports with the long dimension parallel to direction of
rotation and a spacing of one port opening per foot of mill diameter have
proved to be satisfactory.
9. The speed of center discharge mills should be in the range of
400 - 470 feet per minute on the inner liner periphery.
10. Sand can be produced in center discharge rod mills at a cost of
$0.12 - $0.15/per ton.
SUYIlARY
It has been shown that a center discharge rod mill is the most ef-
ficient machine for manufacturing specification sand and a method given for
calculating efficiency of various equipment used in sand manufacturing
plants.
A means of determining open discharge area from a laboratory grind-
ability test was devised.
The changes necessary in design of a conventional mill to give a
properly constructed center discharge mill were discussed.
Operating and cost data was given.
Appendix A
A Typical Problem Analysis
Preface
In order to determine whether a center discharge rod mill is suitable
and, if so, to arrive at the proper size of mill it is usually necessary to
make an analysis of each particular problem. Where no natural sand is
available this resolves itself into the relatively simple work of selecting
the best grind to meet specifications, size of mill, discharge area needed,
and number and size of classifiers and pumps. Where natural sand is
competitive with manufactured sand and both are to be used, it becomes more
complicated. Both situations frequently occur. The problem analysis
chosen as an illustration involves the use of both natural and manufactured
sand and was made for Canyon Constructors, prime contractors for Canyon
Ferry Dam near Helena, Montana. The recommended equipment and flawsheet
was selected and the plant will begin operation early in 1950.
THE PROBLEM
It is desired to produce specification sand in accordance with U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation Specification #2585 at the rate of 100 tons per hour,
using natural sand from the Island Aggregate Deposit per U.S.B.R. drawing
1296-D-l-89 and manufactured sand made by rod milling coarse aggregate
from the local Hornfels Deposit. Table I shows Specification #2585 limits
and the weighted average of pit samples.
NOTES.
*1. If +8 mesh is 15% or less, the -8 +16 mesh fraction may be
increased to a maximum of 25%.
2. Specification tolerance, 9 of 10 hourly samples must not vary
more than 0.2 from the average fineness modulus of the ten
samples.
3. Desired fineness modulus 1s 2.8 - 3.00.
Known Facts and Reasonable AsslUnptions
1. The deposit will be lifted by dredge bucket line thus accomplishing
some washing and slight elimination of fines. The material will be stock
piled at the dredee, then picked up by power shovel and trucked to the
procpssing plant at the rate of approximately 400 tons per hour. Included
will be approximately 100 tons ,er hour of raw sand.
2. While some seams and strata probably exist in the deposit the U.S.B.R.
test pits run extremely uniform.
3. There is an excess of minus 50 mesh material in the pit sand, same
of which mst be wasted. Additional fine IDS. terial will be produced in the
rod mill but, based on laborAtory grinding tests, the Hornf 15 rock tends to
break into coarse fractions w~i~h is most helpful.
4. Water washing on the rock screens wil be necessary and, because of
the predomin~lce of finA , the water rate will prohably be approximately 3 to
1 on sand weight basis. This water will have to be handled in the sand
plant.
5. Organic materials, such as roots, l~ich escape the screens and which
float can most easily be removed periodically from the pools of the sand
classification equipment by hand.
6. The sand processinG plant should be as flexible as possible con-
sistent with ease of operation. Allowances should bp. included for excess
tonnage due to surges in feed.
7. Final dewatering and blending in one classifier would be preferable
to prevent rehandling of sand.
8. For purposes of calculation it is assumen that the rod mill will
receive a feed of 40 tons per hour. Grindability tests indicate a 5t'xl2'
center discharge rod mill and that the mill product will contain l}!% of
minus 100 mesh material.
9. Because of relatively large amounts of minus 100 mesh Ill8.terial in
the natural sand and rod mill product and to allow for I'1aximWll flexibility
in the event mesh sizes vary from pit averages shawn, two stages of c18ssi-
fication should be used.
Preliminary Calculations
The reS1l1 ts of the standard laboratory rod mill grinding tests are shown
belows
TABLE II
MILL FEED lULL PRODUCT
Mesh %Retained Cum. %Retained %Retained Cum.J Retained
.371 4.00 4.00
3 17.94 21.94
4 2h.70 46.64 3.95 3.95
8 26.68 13.32 20.80 24.75
16 12.80 86.12 28.20 52.95
30 5.92 92.04 17 .80 70.75
50 3.02 95.06 10.00 80.75
100 1.68 96.74 5.45 86.20
Pan 3.26 100.00 13.80 100.00
It is assumed that the sand processing plant will receive 100 tons per
hour of material of which 60 tons will be pit sand and 40 tons rod mill pro-
duct. These two materials would be blended in a classifier and 8% or B tons
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per hour overflowed as minus 100 mesh waste. Calculations are shown in
Table III.
TABLE III
60 Tons 40 Tons
Pit Sand Mill Product Tons or %
%Retained Tons %Retained Tons %of Total Desired
llesh
4 3.95 1.58 1.58 0-5
8 16 9.6 20.80 8.32 17.92 5-20
16 10 6.0 28.20 11.28 17.28 10-20
30 9 5.4 17.80 7.12 12.52 10-30
50 29 17.4 10.00 L..OO 210M 15-35
100 2L. lL..L 5.45 2.18 16.58 12-20
Pan 12 Jd 13.80 5.52 12.72 3-7
100 60.0 100.00 40.00 100.00
The table shows 12.72 tons of minus 100 mesh and of this 8 tons is
classified to waste 1eavtng a total of 92 tons of which 4.72 tons is minus
100 mesh.
Final Calculations
After removal of the excess minus 100 mesh the final product is calcu-
lated in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
Mesh Tons %Retained %Desired Cum.% Retained
4 1.58 1.72 0-5 1.72
B 17.92 19.48 5-20 21.20
16 17.28 18.78 10-20 39.98
30 12.52 13.61 10-)0 53.59
50 21.l.tO 2.3.26 15-35 78.85
100 16.58 18.02 12-20 94.87
Pan 4.72 5.13 3-7
92.00 100.00 Fineness Modulus .... 2.88
The final results fall within the desired mesh ranges in all cases.
Conclusions and Recommendations
1. By using 6CJ'/, natural sand blended with 40% manufactured sand the
U.S.B.R. Specification #2585 may be met. Fineness modulus is within the
given range of 2.80 - 3.00.
2. The final sand product is particularly desirable for concrete
Band as the plus 4 mesh fraction is low and the plus 50 and plus 100 mesh
fractions are relatively high, assuring a fluid and workable concrete.
3. Sand cost will be comparatively low due to the fact that only 4~
must be ground.
4. The grindability test indicates that max:lmum operating efficiency
of the rod mill will result with 8 discharge area of 1.42 square inches per







5. The plant flow sheet should include a 16' x 5' hydroseparator,
a 5'x25'6" classifier, a 4'x21'6" classifier and a 5~'Y.l2' center discharge
rod mill.
6. Rod mill discharge, diluted to 50% solids, can be easily handled
by a 4" sand pump.








Center peripheral discharge rod mills are used to grind all of the
sand or part of the sand. In some cases, a large amount of sand is produced
in quarrying, crushing and handling the rock and this by-passes the mill
and goes directly to a blending classifier. In some installations natural
sand ie available for a portion of the total requirements and so only a
part of the sand must be manufactured.
Since every sand plant presents its own individual problems it naturallY'
follows that no two are alike and therefore the application of a center dis-
charge rod mill varies from plant to plant. A few flow sheets are included
to illustrate various installations of rod mills.
The trend appears to be toward simplification and standardization of
flow sheets. Where all of the sand is manufactured only one classifier is
normally necessary. If natural and manufactured sand are to be blended,
aore elaborate classification is needed and it is frequently desirable to
use a hydroseparator and one or more hydraulic sizers.
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Vita
David Porter Hale, Jr. was born in Anniston, Alabama on February 6,
1913. After attending Staunton Military Academy and Boys High School in
Atlanta, Ga. he entered The Missouri School of Mines &Metallurgy and
graduated with a B.S. in Metallurgy in 1934.
During 1934, 1935 and 1936 he worked as mill shift boss and mill fore-
man in various plants in Arizona, Nevada, Colorado, California and Arkansas.
In 1936 he became Manager of the Cartersville Barium Corp., Cartersville, Ga.
and remained there until called to Active Duty with the U.S. Corps of
Engineers in December, 1940.
Jan Purcell and David Hale were married at the First Methodist Church
in Rolla, Mo. on June 14, 1944.
After combat service in Europe and occupation duty in Japan he returned
to Denver in January, 1946 and entered the employ of the Marcy Mill Division
of The Mine and Smelter Supply Company as Metallurgical Engineer. In this
capacity he has visited a great many milling plants throughout the country
and for the past year and a half has been working closely with sand and
gravel producers on manufacturing sand.
